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ABSTRACT
A star coming too close to a supermassive black hole gets disrupted by the tidal
force of the compact object in a tidal disruption event, or TDE. Following this en-
counter, the debris evolves into an elongated stream, half of which coming back to
pericenter. Relativistic apsidal precession then leads to a self-crossing shock that initi-
ates the formation of an accretion disc. We perform the first simulation of this process
considering a realistic stellar trajectory and black hole mass, which has so far eluded
investigations for computational reasons. This numerical issue is alleviated by using as
initial conditions the outflow launched by the self-crossing shock according the local
simulation of Lu & Bonnerot (2019). We find that the gas leaving the intersection
point experiences numerous secondary shocks that result in the rapid formation of
a thick and marginally-bound disc. The mass distribution features two overdensities
identified as spiral shocks that drive slow gas inflow along the mid-plane. Inward mo-
tion primarily takes place along the funnels of the newly-formed torus, from which a
fraction of the matter can get accreted. Further out, the gas moves outward forming
an extended envelope completely surrounding the accretion flow. Secondary shocks
heat the debris at a rate of a few times 1044 ergs−1 with a large fraction likely partic-
ipating to the bolometric luminosity. These results pave the way towards a complete
understanding of the early radiation from TDEs that progressively becomes accessible
from observations.
Key words: black hole physics – hydrodynamics – galaxies: nuclei.
1 INTRODUCTION
Tidal disruption events (TDEs) occur when a star is dis-
rupted by a supermassive black hole, after which the de-
bris fuels the compact object producing a luminous multi-
wavelength flare lasting from months to years (Rees 1988).
These events represent unique tools to study black holes in
the center of otherwise quiescent galaxies as well as their
dust and gas environments. Furthermore, they hold promise
for improving our understanding of multiple processes oc-
curring around compact objects, such as super-Eddington
accretion and the formation of relativistic jets. Because the
victim star inherits its final trajectory from two-body inter-
actions taking place in the surrounding nuclear stellar clus-
ter, TDEs can also be used to study the various dynamical
processes at play in this region.
The sample of TDE candidates is steadily growing as
? E-mail: bonnerot@tapir.caltech.edu
† E-mail: wenbinlu@caltech.edu
more of them are detected at optical, UV and soft X-ray
wavelengths (Bade et al. 1996; Komossa & Greiner 1999;
van Velzen et al. 2011; Gezari et al. 2006; Holoien et al.
2016; Gezari et al. 2017). Thanks to the advent of high-
cadence surveys, a larger fraction of these observed events
have well-sampled lightcurves that include the early rise
to peak (Gezari et al. 2012; Chornock et al. 2014; Arcavi
et al. 2014; van Velzen et al. 2019; Blagorodnova et al. 2019;
Holoien et al. 2019) emerging when the stellar debris start
radiating at an observable level. A few of them also displays
hard X-ray emission that is attributed to relativistic jets
launched from the inner region of the accretion flow (Bloom
et al. 2011; Cenko et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2015).
The star is first scattered onto a plunging trajectory
very close to parabolic after a series of stellar encounters
taking place at large distances (Frank & Rees 1976). Its dis-
ruption by the black hole imparts a spread in orbital energy
to the debris given by its depth inside the gravitational po-
tential well (Evans & Kochanek 1989; Lodato et al. 2009;
Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013). The gas subsequently fol-
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lows a wide range of ballistic and highly eccentric trajecto-
ries to evolve into an elongated stream that remains thin
owing to the confining effect of its self-gravity (Kochanek
1994; Guillochon et al. 2014; Coughlin et al. 2016). Roughly
half this debris is bound and thus falls back towards the
black hole at a rate entirely specified by its orbital energy
distribution (Rees 1988; Phinney 1989). A wide consensus
has been reached regarding the hydrodynamics at play dur-
ing these early stages of evolution and it is not strongly
affected by the inclusion of additional physical ingredients
(Coughlin & Nixon 2015; Kesden 2012; Tejeda et al. 2017;
Gafton & Rosswog 2019; Bonnerot et al. 2017b; Steinberg
et al. 2019).
When the first debris reaches pericenter, it experiences
relativistic apsidal precession that causes its collision with
the part of the stream still approaching the compact object.
This self-crossing shock has been investigated through local
simulations (Kim et al. 1999; Jiang et al. 2016; Lu & Bon-
nerot 2019), which find that it is close to adiabatic and there-
fore causes the formation of an outflow from the intersection
point. This initial source of dissipation has been proposed
to initiate the formation of an accretion disc, during which
the gas trajectories progressively become more circular. This
process has been investigated semi-analytically (Kochanek
1994; Dai et al. 2015; Bonnerot et al. 2017a) but simula-
tions to date have only been able to follow it for encounters
with an intermediate-mass black hole (Rosswog et al. 2009;
Guillochon et al. 2014; Shiokawa et al. 2015) or involving a
star with an initially bound trajectory (Hayasaki et al. 2013;
Bonnerot et al. 2016a; Hayasaki et al. 2016; Sadowski et al.
2016). These conditions are adopted for entirely numerical
reasons because they artificially decrease the length of the
stream that alleviates the huge computational cost required
to accurately resolve it in the realistic case of a parabolic
encounter with a supermassive black hole. These numerical
investigations led nevertheless to significant improvements
in our understanding of how disc formation occurs. Most
importantly, they put forward major issues with the early
picture of a fast circularization into a compact ring located
near the tidal radius (Rees 1988). It was found that the ac-
cretion flow extends to much larger distances and could re-
quire a few to many orbital timescales to assemble (Shiokawa
et al. 2015; Bonnerot et al. 2016a). However, it remains un-
certain how to quantitatively extrapolate the results of these
simplified studies to the physically-motivated situation.
A clear understanding of the disc formation at play in
real TDEs is paramount since this process connects the well-
understood phases of stellar disruption and early stream evo-
lution to the properties of the nascent accretion flow, from
which most of the radiation is expected to emerge. For in-
stance, it can inform the various models for the origin of the
optical emission from these events that relies on either self-
crossing shocks happening at large radii (Piran et al. 2015)
or reprocessing of radiation generated close to the tidal ra-
dius (Metzger & Stone 2016). The resulting gas distribution
also affects the diffusion of photons produced near the black
hole and whose interactions with the surrounding matter de-
termines the spectrum of these events, in particular the ex-
pected strengths of the various lines (Roth et al. 2016). Fur-
thermore, the outcome of the disc formation process speci-
fies the correct initial conditions to be used in simulations
of gas accretion in this newly-formed structure where mat-
ter is thought to spiral inwards under the effect of magnetic
stresses that can also be accompanied with the formation of
relativistic jets (Dai et al. 2018; Curd & Narayan 2018).
In this paper, we carry out the first realistic simula-
tion of disc formation following the disruption of a star
on a parabolic orbit by a supermassive black hole. This is
achieved using the smoothed-particle-hydrodynamics (SPH)
method by injecting gas inside the computational domain
according to the properties obtained from the local study
of Lu & Bonnerot (2019) for the outflow launched from the
self-crossing shock. With this procedure, we are able to cir-
cumvent the high computational cost required to follow the
entire evolution of the stream that has so far prohibited
simulations of realistic disc formation in TDEs. Our simu-
lation captures the complex interactions experienced by the
shocked gas after leaving the intersection point that allowed
us to follow the formation of the accretion flow as well as
several other hydrodynamical phenomena.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we ex-
plain the initial conditions and numerical setup used for our
simulation as well as the injection procedure used to model
the outflow launched from the self-crossing shock. The re-
sults are presented in Section 3 focusing on the disc assembly
through secondary shocks, gas inflow and outflow as well as
heating and radiation from the system. Section 4 includes a
resolution study and a discussion of several physical effects
that are not included in our simulation. Finally, we summa-
rize our main findings in Section 5.
2 SPH SIMULATIONS
We simulate the evolution of the stellar debris after it has
passed through the self-crossing shock. This is achieved nu-
merically by continuously injecting gas from an outflowing
box located at the intersection point according to the prop-
erties of the shocked gas obtained from the local simulation
of Lu & Bonnerot (2019).
2.1 Initial conditions
As a representative example, we consider the disruption of
a star with mass M? = 0.5M and radius R? = 0.46R on a
parabolic orbit by a black hole of mass Mh = 2.5× 106 M.
The pericenter distance Rp is equal to the tidal radius
Rt = R?
(
Mh
M?
)1/3
≈ 15Rg = 5.5×1012 cm, (1)
where Rg = GMh/c2 is the gravitational radius of the black
hole. The corresponding penetration factor, defined as the
ratio of tidal radius to pericenter distance, is β = 1. Contrary
to all previous numerical study of disc formation, this choice
of parameters is physically motivated for a realistic disrup-
tion of a main sequence star by a supermassive black hole.
Because we consider this already a significant step forward
in the understanding of this process, we defer a more exhaus-
tive exploration of the parameter space to future studies.
For this set of parameters, the stellar debris gets im-
parted an energy spread (Stone et al. 2013)
∆ε =
GMhR?
R2t
, (2)
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by the disruption, putting the most bound part on a orbit
with semi-major axis
amin =
GMh
2∆ε
=
R?
2
(
Mh
M?
)1/3
≈ 85Rt. (3)
According to Kepler’s third law, it corresponds to an orbital
period
tmin = 2−1/2pi
(
GM?
R3?
)−1/2(Mh
M?
)1/2
≈ 40d, (4)
which we will use as our reference time-scale throughout the
paper. Note that the all gas elements keep instead an an-
gular momentum close to that of the original star given by
`? = (2GMhRt)1/2 for a parabolic orbit since the redistribu-
tion of this orbital parameter is negligible during the disrup-
tion process. As a result, the gas distribution evolves into an
elongated stream, whose bound half comes back to the orig-
inal stellar pericenter. This fallback of matter proceeds at a
rate given by (Rees 1988; Phinney 1989)
M˙fb = M˙p
(
1 +
t
tmin
)−5/3
, (5)
where t = 0 corresponds to the peak of the fallback rate given
by
M˙p =
M?
3tmin
≈ 25M˙Edd = 1.5M yr−1, (6)
as obtained by setting to half a stellar mass the integral
of equation (5) from 0 to infinity. The Eddington accretion
rate is obtained from M˙Edd = LEdd/(ηc2)≈ 0.06M yr−1 for a
radiative efficiency of η = 0.1 where LEdd = 3.2×1044 ergs−1
denotes the Eddington luminosity. We note that equation
(5) assumes a flat energy distribution within the debris for
simplicity keeping in mind that the associated decay law for
the fallback rate varies when the density structure of the star
is considered (Lodato et al. 2009; Guillochon & Ramirez-
Ruiz 2013).
When the first debris passes at pericenter, relativistic
apsidal precession results in its intersection with the part
of the stream still approaching the black hole. The result-
ing self-crossing shock causes the formation of an outflow
from the intersection point. It is illustrated in the sketch
of Fig. 1 along with the procedure used to model this pro-
cess that we describe in the next section. The properties of
the outflow are predicted from the local simulation carried
out by Lu & Bonnerot (2019). For our choice of parameters,
this study finds that the intersection radius is located at a
distance Rint = 381Rg ≈ 25Rt from the black hole. Following
the collision, the shocked gas expands spherically at a speed
ve = 0.065c while retaining a net velocity vn = 0.0152c in the
direction tangential to the black hole. In a frame co-moving
at velocity vnex, the outflow has an axisymmetric density
profile with a polar dependence given by
ρ¯sc(ϑ) =−0.08436x4 +0.2434x3−0.2017x2 +0.1103x+0.01051
(7)
where x ≡ min(ϑ ,pi − ϑ) and ϑ denotes the polar angle
defined in Fig. 1. The normalization is chosen such that
2pi
∫ pi
0 ρ¯sc(ϑ)sinϑ dϑ = 1. Because the gas that passes through
the self-crossing shock is immediately ejected in this quasi-
spherical outflow, the corresponding total outflow rate is
ex
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ex
ez
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Figure 1. Sketch illustrating the properties of the outflow
launched from the self-crossing shock and our injection proce-
dure used to simulate it. The left panel shows the trajectory of
the stream (dotted line) around the black hole (black dot). The
stream collides with itself at the intersection radius Rint that drives
an outflow of gas from this location. The outflow is modelled by
injecting SPH particles (red points) from a spherical box displayed
as the grey sphere. The frequency of injection is chosen to yield
the mass outflow rate from the self-crossing shock given by equa-
tion (8). The right panel shows a zoom-in on the injection box
with a single SPH particle being injected. Its position is specified
by the polar angle ϑ and azimuthal angle ϕ whose probability
distributions are adopted to produce the density profile of equa-
tion (7). The red solid arrow displays the particle velocity given
by the vectorial sum of its net and expansion components vn and
ve (blue dashed arrows) that are along the ex direction tangential
to the black hole and the er direction pointing radially from the
intersection point, respectively.
given by
M˙sc = M˙fb, (8)
where the fallback rate on the right-hand side is specified
by equation (5). Note that this prescription relies on a con-
tinuous ejection of gas from the self-crossing shock while, in
reality, the mass outflow from the intersection point is in-
termittent. This is because the self-crossing shock is present
only when provided with a stream component approaching
the black hole and another going away from it after one
more pericenter passage. While the former is always present,
the latter gets exhausted and then replenished on the time
trep needed for the gas element just upstream the intersec-
tion point at the moment when the self-crossing shock ends
to get around the black hole and back to the intersection
point. The outflow rate should then be M˙sc = 2M˙fb when the
self-crossing shock is on and M˙sc = 0 when it is off. The re-
plenishment timescale is roughly twice the free-fall time from
the intersection point, that is trep = 2(R3int/GMh)
1/2 = 2d for
our choice of parameters. The fact that trep/tmin ≈ 0.05 1
implies that the outflow rate can be well approximated by
a continuous one, justifying our treatment and the use of
equation (8).
2.2 Numerical setup
The simulation is carried out with the SPH code phantom
(Price et al. 2018) by adding gas to the computational do-
main according to the properties described above for the
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2019)
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Figure 2. Distributions of orbital energy (upper panel) and an-
gular momentum projected along the ez direction perpendicular
to the original stellar orbital plane (lower panel) computed from
the local study of the self-crossing shock carried out by Lu &
Bonnerot (2019) (black solid line) and obtained directly from our
SPH simulation (red dashed line) at t/tmin = 5×10−3. The fact that
the distributions obtained in these two ways match with good ac-
curacy demonstrates the correct implementation of the injection
procedure described in Section 2.2.
debris leaving the self-crossing shock. This procedure is il-
lustrated in the sketch of Fig. 1. It consists in injecting SPH
particles (red dots) from a spherical box (grey sphere) of
radius Rb = 10Rg  Rint located at the intersection point.
The particles have a total velocity (red solid arrow) given
by v = vnex + veer that is the vectorial sum of the net and
expansion speeds (blue dashed arrows) directed along in the
direction tangential to the black hole and radially from the
injection point, respectively. Additionally, their specific ther-
mal energy is set such that the outflow is highly supersonic.
To reproduce the outflow rate from the self-crossing
shock prescribed by equation (8), a number of particles
∆N =
[
M˙∆t/Mp
]
is added to the simulation at each timestep
∆t, where the brackets represent the nearest integer func-
tion.1 The mass of the SPH particles is set to Mp = 10−8 M
in the run we present in the paper. Our simulation ends at
t = tmin when 37% of the bound debris have passed through
the self-crossing shock, which corresponds to a total number
of N = 9.3×106 injected particles. The particle mass sets the
resolution of the simulation with a lower Mp resulting in a
higher resolution since more particles are injected during a
given amount of time. In Section 4.1, we provide a resolution
study by considering SPH particles of different masses and
evaluate the impact on our results.
The density profile of the outflow depends on the num-
ber of particles injected at each timestep along the direction
specified by the polar and azimuthal angles ϑ and ϕ. As
described in the previous section, the desired density pro-
file is axisymmetric, which we obtain by choosing ϕ from a
uniformly random distribution. The polar dependence given
by equation (7) is instead attained by selecting ϑ according
to the probability distribution dN/dϑ = ρ¯sc(ϑ)sinϑ where
dN is the number of particles injected with a polar an-
gle between ϑ and ϑ + dϑ . This is realized in practice by
calculating the polar angle from ϑ = F−1(s), where s is
a uniformly random number such that 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and the
function F−1 is computed numerically to be the inverse of
s = F(ϑ)≡ 2pi ∫ ϑ0 ρ¯sc(ϑ ′)sinϑ ′ dϑ ′ (Press et al. 1992).
After it has been injected inside the computational do-
main, the gas evolves according to the gravity of the black
hole that we model with the gravitational potential given by
(Tejeda & Rosswog 2013)
Φ=−GMh
R
−
(
2Rg
R−2Rg
)[(
R−Rg
R−2Rg
)
R˙2 +
R2(θ˙2 + sin2 θ φ˙2)
2
]
,
(9)
where R is the distance from the black hole and dotted vari-
ables are derived with respect to time. Here, θ and φ denote
the polar and azimuthal angles of a test particle in spherical
geometry. Note that they are different from those ϑ and ϕ
defined earlier that denote the location on the injection box.
This potential reproduces many features of the Schwarschild
metric including relativistic apsidal precession. It has been
been implemented in phantom and tested by Bonnerot et al.
(2016a). We also ran the same simulation adopting a Kep-
lerian potential and found no significant differences. A test
particle evolving under the gravitational potential of equa-
tion (9) conserves the specific orbital energy and angular
momentum given by
ε =
1
2
[
R2R˙2
(R−2Rg)2 +
R3(θ˙2 + sin2 θ φ˙2)
R−2Rg
]
− GMh
R
, (10)
`=
R3(θ˙2 + sin2 θ φ˙2)1/2
R−2Rg , (11)
respectively (Tejeda & Rosswog 2013). As expected, these
two quantities converge to the Keplerian values in the limit
R Rg.
We assume that the gas evolves adiabatically away from
shocks where non-adiabatic heating occurs. Because pressure
1 Our simulation uses individual time-stepping, implying that
SPH particles can have different timesteps. The timestep ∆t be-
tween two particle injections is the shortest among them.
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is provided by radiation, we adopt an adiabatic exponent of
γ = 4/3. To treat shocks, we rely on a standard implementa-
tion of artificial viscosity. In combination, we make use the
switch designed by Cullen & Dehnen (2010) that accurately
detects shocks and only switches on artificial viscosity at
their location. The assumption of adiabaticity is due to the
optical thickness of the gas that prevents it from radiatively
cooling. We justify this assumption in Section 3.4 where we
carry out post-processing analyses to evaluate the impact of
photon diffusion. Self-gravity is insignificant for this problem
because it is overwhelmed by pressure gradients due to heat-
ing by shocks and we therefore do not consider it. Accretion
onto the compact object is modelled by an accretion radius
located at Racc = 6Rg that is the innermost stable circular
orbit for a non-rotating black hole. When an SPH particle
enters this radius, it is removed from the simulation.
2.3 Early dynamics of the injected gas
Before fully presenting our results, it is worth emphasiz-
ing the early dynamics of the gas under the gravity of the
black hole after it leaves the self-crossing shock according
to the outflow properties described in Section 2.1 for our
choice of parameters. Before the self-crossing, the fluid ele-
ments within the stream share the same energy and angular
momentum given by the energy spread −∆ε and the stellar
angular momentum `?, respectively. The outflow launched
from the intersection point leads to a redistribution of these
orbital elements around these values.
We display in Fig. 2 the corresponding distributions of
orbital energy (upper panel) and angular momentum pro-
jected along the ez direction orthogonal to the original stel-
lar orbital plane (lower panel) in the outflowing gas nor-
malized such that the area below the curves is one. They
are computed both from the local simulation of Lu & Bon-
nerot (2019) (black solid line, also shown with the green his-
togram in their figure 8) and directly from our simulation
(red dashed line) at t/tmin = 5×10−3. As can be seen from the
upper left snapshot of Fig. 3, the gas is still close to the in-
jection point at this time and has not yet experienced signif-
icant interactions such that each fluid element has conserved
their energy and angular momentum from the moment of in-
jection. The fact that the distributions obtained from these
two methods match to a good accuracy demonstrates that
our injection procedure is correctly implemented.
The early motion of the gas is entirely specified by the
distributions of Fig. 2. In particular, it can be seen that
a significant fraction around 33% of the shocked gas has a
positive orbital energy ε > 0 and is therefore unbound. This
unbound component corresponds to matter being acceler-
ated in the positive ex direction of its net speed during the
outflow that results in a total velocity large enough to es-
cape the black hole (Lu & Bonnerot 2019). Additionally,
some of the gas has a negative angular momentum `z < 0,
meaning that it rotates in the direction opposite to that of
the star. It corresponds to matter launched near the −ex di-
rection opposite to its net speed. Although most of the gas
leaving the self-crossing shock is still co-rotating, the major-
ity moves along the ex direction such that it gets unbound
and leaves the system. As a result, the bound gas has on
average a negative angular momentum and orbits the black
hole in the counter-rotating direction. These initial orbital
properties are determinant for the subsequent gas evolution
studied in the rest of the paper.
3 RESULTS
We now present the results of the simulation to determine
the fate of the gas injected from the intersection point by the
self-crossing shock.2 The simulation is carried out using the
same conventions as displayed in the sketch of Fig. 1 with the
star and stream of debris rotating in the clockwise direction.
The origin of the coordinate system is set at the location of
the black hole and t = 0 corresponds to the moment when the
first fluid element is injected into the computational domain.
3.1 Disc assembly
3.1.1 Secondary shocks
After being injected into the computational domain from
the self-crossing point, the gas moves on a wide range of
trajectories that are prone to crossing each others, leading
to secondary shocks. The resulting gas evolution is displayed
in Figs. 3 and 4 that show its density at different times in
slices parallel to the orbital plane of the original star and or-
thogonal to it, respectively. The first interaction happens at
t/tmin≈ 0.03, involving bound matter with the lowest angular
momentum promptly reaching pericenter with opposite di-
rections of rotation. The trajectories of this gas converge on
the side of the black hole opposite to the intersection point
leading to almost head-on collisions. The shocked region is
initially confined near the black hole but rapidly expands
in all directions. By t/tmin ≈ 0.3, this process leads to the
appearance of a clearly defined boundary between the cold
infalling matter and the heated gas located at y≈ 15Rt that
is approximately halfway between the black hole and the in-
jection point. In addition, interactions take place at smaller
distances that cause more dissipation owing to the larger
relative velocities involved.
Furthermore, this gas distribution displays an overdense
filament inside the orbital plane of the original star, most
visible in Fig. 3 on the left-hand side of the snapshots corre-
sponding to times 0.1≤ t/tmin ≤ 0.4. It is due to weak shocks
taking place at radii R& 20Rt that involve bound gas getting
away from the self-crossing point and debris injected earlier
that approaches the compact object after having reached its
apocenter. The gas making up this filament continuously ap-
proaches the black hole and perturbs the rotating structure
forming at lower distances. Remarkably, the associated over-
density seems to extend deeply into the accretion disc, as is
most evident at t/tmin = 0.4. We attribute this phenomenon
to the formation of spiral shocks in the forming gaseous disc
due to the external perturbation produced by the returning
debris, as we further analyse in Section 3.2.2.
3.1.2 Circularization in a counter-rotating disc
The numerous secondary shocks forming as the gas reaches
the black hole lead to kinetic energy dissipation. As a result,
2 Movies of the simulation presented in this paper are available
at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/˜bonnerot/realistic-disc.html.
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Figure 3. Snapshots showing the gas distribution at different times t/tmin = 5× 10−3, 0.03, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 in a slice
parallel to the orbital plane and containing the black hole. The colours represent the density increasing from black to white as indicated
on the color bar. The black hole is represented by the white dot while the small grey circle indicates the intersection point, from which
matter is injected in the computational domain. The white segment on the first panel shows the scale while the two vectors indicate the
ex and ez directions, the latter being perpendicular to the equatorial plane.
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Figure 4. Snapshots showing the gas distribution at different times t/tmin = 5× 10−3, 0.03, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 in a slice
orthogonal to the orbital plane and containing the black hole. The colours represent the density increasing from black to white as indicated
on the color bar. The black hole is represented by the white dot while the small grey circle denotes the intersection point, from which
matter is injected in the computational domain. The white segment on the first panel shows the scale while the two vectors indicate the
ex and ez directions, the latter being perpendicular to the equatorial plane.
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Figure 5. Gas density in a slice parallel to the orbital plane of
the original star at a time t/tmin = 0.5. The direction of the veloc-
ity field is indicated by the black arrows that all have the same
length. The blue overplotted line represents the historic trajec-
tory of an SPH particle. The grey circle indicates the location of
the injection point while the white dot represents the black hole.
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Figure 6. Eccentricity distribution of the stellar debris at differ-
ent times t/tmin = 0.01 (black line), 0.03 (blue line), 0.1 (red line),
0.2 (green line), 0.3 (orange line) and 0.4 (brown line) for the
gas inside the forming disc located at a distance R ≤ 20Rt from
the black hole and within a polar angle pi/8 from the equatorial
plane. The distribution is normalized such that the area below
each curve is one.
the gas progressively assumes more circular orbits to form
a coherent rotating structure that settles around t/tmin ≈
0.3. Remarkably, because most of the injected bound gas
rotates in the direction opposite to that of the original star
as explained in Section 2.3, the resulting disc is also counter-
rotating. This can be seen from Fig. 5 that shows the gas
density at t/tmin = 0.5 in the newly-formed disc overplotted
with black arrows of the same size that denote the direction
of the gas velocity field. While the star’s trajectory was in
the clockwise sense, the disc forming from the debris turns
in the opposite, counter-clockwise way.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, this gaseous disc extends
to a distance of R ≈ 15Rt = 0.2amin. This property results
from the spread in angular momentum imparted by the self-
crossing shock as well as secondary shocks. It confirms that
the gas does not settle into a circular ring at R = 2Rt. This
latter assumption is commonly made in the literature but is
only expected if angular momentum exchange is negligible
from the stellar disruption onwards, which we find is not the
case.3 Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows that the newly-formed disc
is very thick with an aspect ratio H/R≈ 1 as a consequence
of the thermal energy injection imparted by the circularizing
shocks. It also displays two clearly defined funnels where the
gas density is lower than along the disc mid-plane by up to
two orders of magnitude.
Gas circularization can be evaluated more quantita-
tively from the evolution of the eccentricity distribution
shown in Fig. 6 at different times and considering the debris
located at a distance R≤ 20Rt from the black hole and within
a polar angle pi/8 from the equatorial plane, that is such that
|θ −pi/2| ≤ pi/8. This region contains an increasing mass of
gas but, for clarity, all the distributions are normalized such
that the area below them are equal to one. Although the gas
trajectories are sub-Keplerian because of the large pressure
gradients pointing outward, we define an effective eccentric-
ity that approximately describes the shape of the orbits by
replacing the azimuthal component of the velocity vφ by the
larger value given by v′φ = (v
2
φ +R|∇P/ρ|)1/2, where the pres-
sure gradient is estimated by R|∇P/ρ| ≈ 8P/3ρ using the
fact that the pressure scales as P ∝ ρ4/3 ∝ R−8/3 since the
gas evolves adiabatically and the density decreases roughly
as R−2 in most of the domain considered (see Section 3.3).
From this increased azimuthal component, the eccentricity
is then computed according to Keplerian dynamics through
e =
√
1 + 2ε`2/(GMh)2, which is valid since most of the mat-
ter is located at distances from the black hole much larger
than Rg. At t/tmin = 0.01, none of the gas has circularized
yet since it has not experienced any interaction. The peak
around e≈ 1 is present because only the most eccentric gas
can reach small radii within this time. We emphasize that
it is not representative of the whole distribution of injected
bound gas whose eccentricities are closer to e ≈ 0.5. The
distribution widens around t/tmin = 0.03 as more gas can
3 If all the fluid elements were able to circularize while keep-
ing a common angular momentum equal to that of the star
`? = (2GMhRt)1/2, the resulting disc would be a ring located at the
circularization radius R = `2?/(GMh) = 2Rt. Because angular mo-
mentum gets efficiently redistributed among the debris through
multiple shocks, we find that the trajectories of the gas within
the disc span instead a large range of radii.
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Figure 7. Spherically-averaged profiles of energy (upper panel)
and angular momentum projected along the ez direction (lower
panel) at t/tmin = 0.5 for the gas located within a polar angle
pi/8 from the equatorial plane (black solid line) and compared
to the same orbital elements assuming circular motion in a Kep-
lerian potential given by εc =−GMh/(2R) and `c = (GMhR)1/2 (red
dashed line). The blue dotted line in the upper panel denotes the
Bernoulli number of the gas obtained from B = ε + 4P/ρ.
make it in the region considered and the secondary shocks
cause some of the orbits to become close to circular. As time
goes on, the eccentricity distribution shifts to lower values
while remaining significantly broad. It settles down around
t/tmin = 0.3 that corresponds to the completion of disc for-
mation according to the gas evolution presented above. The
final distribution peaks around e = 0.2 with a large spread
around this value.
The gas retains non-negligible eccentricities as a result
of highly irregular motion even after the debris has settled
into a coherent rotating structure. This point is illustrated
by the overplotted blue line in Fig. 5 that represents a typical
trajectory for the gas inside the disc obtained by following a
single SPH particle of our simulation. After joining the disc
from the injection point, this gas element experiences large
and violent variations in its orbital elements such that its
trajectory covers a wide range of locations both within the
mid-plane and away from it. Note that the line has sharp cor-
ners when the fluid element reaches small radii. This feature
is artificial and results from the fact that this trajectory is
recorded for time intervals larger than the orbital timescale
of the particle. This sporadic motion of the gas inside the
disc is also accompanied by variations of its angular mo-
mentum vector whose direction randomly changes that can
result in a misalignment of up to a few degrees with the ez
direction orthogonal to the stellar orbital plane.
3.1.3 Overall disc dynamics
The global dynamics of the disc is analysed more in details
in Fig. 7 that shows with solid black lines the azimuthally-
averaged profiles of specific orbital energy (upper panel)
and angular momentum projected along the original stel-
lar orbital plane (lower panel) obtained from equation (10)
and (11) at t/tmin = 0.5 and considering the gas located
within a polar angle pi/8 from the equatorial plane. Note
that the gas angular momentum is opposite to that of the
star with `z/`? < 0 because the disc is counter-rotating as
explained above. The red lines denote the values of the or-
bital energy and angular momentum assuming circular mo-
tion in a Keplerian potential given by εc =−GMh/(2R) and
`c = (GMhR)1/2, respectively. They are larger than that of
the gas at all distances that is a consequence of both its ec-
centric trajectories and the fact that the disc is supported by
pressure gradients in addition to the centrifugal force. For
R. 5Rt, the gas angular momentum nevertheless approaches
its circular value with `z ≈ `c, implying that centrifugal sup-
port dominates in this inner region. At larger distances, this
profile is nearly flat with an inversion around R ≈ 20Rt due
to the contribution from the low angular momentum gas
directly coming from the injection point on almost radial
trajectories.
The blue dotted line in the upper panel of Fig. 7 shows
the Bernoulli number of the gas given by B = ε + 4P/ρ for
the adiabatic exponent γ = 4/3. The second term takes into
account the energy increase resulting from heating by sec-
ondary shocks. This number is close to zero throughout the
disc, slowly declining outwards. The decrease at R ≈ Rt is
caused by the pressure drop associated to the removal of
the gas crossing the accretion radius. At small radii R. 5Rt,
it becomes positive due to the large internal energy injection
happening in this region. The fact that B ≈ 0 εc for most
of the gas implies that it can reach large distances or even
get unbound from the system if its heat is converted into
kinetic energy. This situation is prone to strong gas outflow
that will be further examined in Section 3.3. The marginally-
bound nature of this gaseous structure is also consistent with
analytical models of TDE discs, such as the one developed
by Coughlin & Begelman (2014).
3.2 Inflow and accretion
3.2.1 Gas inflow
The gas present in the inner regions moves on average to-
wards the black hole. We compute the rate at which this
matter flows inward from M˙in = (∆Min − ∆Mout)/∆t where
∆Min and ∆Mout denote the masses of gas that cross a sphere
of given radius during a time-step ∆t going inward and out-
ward, respectively. The radial profile of this total net in-
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Figure 8. Radial profile of the total net inflow rate (black solid
line) time-averaged on the interval 0.4≤ t/tmin ≤ 0.5 and the same
calculation considering only the gas originating from the funnels
(dashed red line) and the disc (blue dotted line). The disc is
defined as the region within a polar angle pi/8 from the equatorial
plane while the funnels occupy the rest of the space. The dashed-
dotted blue line shows the mass inflow rate due to spiral shocks
obtained from the induced stress according to equation (14).
flow rate time-averaged on the interval 0.4 ≤ t/tmin ≤ 0.5 is
displayed in Fig. 8 (black line) that also shows the same
calculation considering only the gas originating from the
funnels (red dashed line) and the disc (blue dotted line).
As before, gas is defined to belong to the disc if it is lo-
cated within a polar angle pi/8 from the equatorial plane
while the rest of the matter is part of the funnels. The total
inflow rate increases only slowly with radius with a value
M˙in . 0.1M˙p ≈ 2.5M˙Edd. However, its origin changes drasti-
cally with distance from the black hole. At R& 10Rt, most of
the inward motion occurs close to the mid-plane while the
gas inside the funnels moves either slower inward or out-
ward. This inflow is mostly caused by matter joining the
outer edges of the disc either coming directly from the in-
jection point or from larger distances after being previously
expelled by secondary shocks. This hierarchy inverses closer
in where inflow along the funnels dominates that inside the
disc by about an order of magnitude, the latter decreasing to
∼ 10−2M˙p ≈ 0.25M˙Edd. We highlight that this difference can-
not be accounted for by the different solid angles covered by
the two regions since that of the funnels is larger by a factor
of only (1− sin(pi/8))/sin(pi/8) ≈ 1.6. The larger inflow rate
along the funnels in the inner region is therefore caused by
a higher mass flux. This polar angle dependence of the in-
flowing mass flux has also been found in the simulation of
disc formation by Sadowski et al. (2016).
The main characteristics of the gas radial motion can
be seen directly from Fig. 9 that shows the gas density in a
slice orthogonal to the equatorial plane at t/tmin = 0.5 with
black arrows of different lengths indicating both direction
and magnitude of the velocity field. While there is hardly
any inward motion visible inside the disc, the matter con-
tained in the funnels is clearly falling towards the black hole
that is possible due to lower pressure and centrifugal sup-
port in these regions. The blue line indicates the trajectory
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Figure 9. Gas density in a slice orthogonal to the orbital plane of
the original star. The black arrows represent both the magnitude
and direction of the velocity field. The blue and orange overplot-
ted lines indicate the trajectories of SPH particles that end up
crossing the accretion radius after falling along the funnel of the
disc. The grey circle indicates the location of the injection point
while the white dot represents the black hole.
of a given SPH particle that is representative of the inflow-
ing gas. After being injected from the intersection point, this
fluid element joins the disc and revolves several times around
the black hole. However, it eventually gets ejected from the
mid-plane to the upper funnel, along which it quickly falls
inward all the way inside the accretion radius. The orange
line shows the trajectory of another gas element that en-
ters the lower funnel and gets accreted in one single infall
after being injected from the self-crossing point with only a
mild change in its orbital elements. We find that this sec-
ond possibility is, however, less likely with most of the mass
inside the funnels being injected at least a few dynamical
timescales earlier.
3.2.2 Spiral shocks
The disc displays two spirals of higher density that form
around t/tmin = 0.3 and remain present until t/tmin ≈ 0.6.
They can be seen by looking at the density distribution dis-
played in Fig. 10 for t/tmin = 0.4 (see also the snapshots in
Fig. 3). In particular, the inset shows a zoom-in on a part of
the most evident left spiral with gas density rescaled to make
it more visible with the density only increasing by a factor
of ∼ 2 from blue to orange. The external part of this feature
coincides with the location where the filament of bound mat-
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Figure 10. Snapshot showing the gas density in a slice parallel
to the equatorial plane at t/tmin = 0.4. The grey circle indicates the
location of the injection point while the white dot represents the
black hole. The red dashed line displays a fit to the two overdense
features using equation (13) derived from the dispersion relation
for spiral shocks with m = 2, M = 1.3, R0 = Rt and φ0 = 0. The in-
set shows a zoom-in on a part of the leftmost spiral with colours
showing the gas density rescaled to make the feature more appar-
ent with an increase of a factor of only ∼ 2 from blue to orange.
The black arrows show both the direction and magnitude of the
velocity field.
ter joins the disc outer edge, as discussed in Section 3.1.1.
Although clearly present, the spiral on the opposite side is
weaker and more intermittent. This density pattern remains
at the same location around the black hole with no rotation.
We identify these overdensities as spiral shocks driven by
the external perturbation caused by the stream of injected
bound gas that continuously strikes the outer edge of the
disc on the left-hand side. This is supported by the fact that
the gas dissipates part of its kinetic energy when crossing
the density features, proving that they are shocks.
Spiral shocks can be localized using the dispersion re-
lation of the density wave from which they develop that is
given by[
m(Ω−Ωp)
]2
= κ2 + c2s k
2, (12)
(equation (6.55) of Binney & Tremaine (2008) without con-
sidering self-gravity) where Ω and Ωp are the gas and pat-
tern angular frequencies while κ2 = R−3 d(R4Ω2)/dR repre-
sents the squared epicyclic frequency. Here, k and m denote
the radial and azimuthal wave numbers of the perturbation,
respectively. We adopt κ ≈Ω that corresponds to a gas an-
gular momentum profile close to Keplerian. Even though it
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Figure 11. Azimuthal profiles of the radial (solid black line) and
azimuthal (solid red line) velocity components vR and vφ time-
averaged in the interval 0.4 ≤ t/tmin ≤ 0.5 for the gas contained
in a small annulus centred around R = 10Rt and within a po-
lar angle pi/8 from the equatorial plane. The horizontal dashed
lines show the azimuthal average 〈vR〉 and 〈vφ 〉 of these profiles.
The difference between the two curves represented by the arrows
correspond to the perturbed velocity components δvR = vR−〈vR〉
and δvφ = vφ −〈vφ 〉. The vertical grey dotted lines represent the
azimuthal angles of the two spirals obtained from the fitted red
dashed curves of Fig. 10.
is less accurate in the outer parts of the disc where the orbits
are significantly sub-Keplerian (lower panel of Fig. 7), this
assumption only weakly affects our conclusion on the loca-
tion of the spiral shocks. Additionally, Ωp ≈ 0 because the
perturbation does not rotate around the black hole. Equa-
tion (12) then leads to k ≈ Ω(m2 − 1)1/2/cs such that the
location of the density wave is given by dφ/dR = −k/m ≈
−M (m2− 1)1/2/(Rm) where M = RΩ/cs denotes the Mach
number and φ is the azimuthal angle measured from the
positive ex direction and increasing in the counter-clockwise
way for the point of view adopted in Fig. 10. The solution
describes a trailing spiral of equation
R≈ R0 e−A(φ−φ0), (13)
where A = m/(M (m2− 1)1/2) while R0 and φ0 are the inner
radius and azimuthal angle of the feature. For a given value
of m, the shape of the resulting spiral is determined by the
Mach number. Increasing it decreases A that makes the spiral
more tightly wound.
Following Ju et al. (2016), we fit the overdensities visi-
ble in the disc using equation (13) assuming m = 2 since two
spirals are visible. The result is shown in Fig. 10 where the
two dashed red lines correspond to the fitted spirals that use
R0 = Rt and φ0 = 0 while the Mach number is set to M = 1.3
that is similar to that measured from the simulation, which
is expected since M ≈ H/R ≈ 1 in accretion discs (Frank
et al. 2002). The quality of this fit is satisfying considering
the violent gas motion and large variations of its properties
within the forming disc. It therefore favours our interpreta-
tion that the density pattern seen in the simulation is due
to spiral shocks.
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3.2.3 Viscosity
The gas passing through the spiral shocks experiences a
change in velocity that can be seen directly from the inset of
Fig. 10 whose black arrows display both the magnitude and
direction of the velocity field. To evaluate this effect more
quantitatively, we compute the perturbations in the radial
and azimuthal components of the velocity compared to the
background flow from δvR = vR−〈vR〉 and δvφ = vφ −〈vφ 〉,
where the brackets represent time and azimuthal averages.
Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the radial (black solid line)
and azimuthal (red solid line) velocity components time-
averaged in the interval 0.4 ≤ t/tmin ≤ 0.5 as a function of
azimuthal angle for the gas contained in a small annulus
centred at radius R = 10Rt and within a polar angle pi/8
from the equatorial plane. The horizontal dashed lines of
the same color denote the azimuthal averages of these quan-
tities, namely 〈vR〉 and 〈vφ 〉. The velocity perturbations δvR
and δvφ are simply the difference between these two curves
as indicated by the black and red arrows. The vertical grey
dotted lines represent the azimuthal angles of the two spi-
rals obtained from the fitted red dashed curves of Fig. 10.
Both radial and azimuthal velocities decrease around these
locations with the associated velocity perturbations taking
negative values, that is δvR < 0 and δvφ < 0. The most promi-
nent spiral feature on the left causes the largest and most
extended velocity variations while the weaker overdensity on
the opposite side leads to smaller and more localized pertur-
bations.
It has long been known that spiral shocks can lead
to outward angular momentum transport in astrophysical
discs. The reason is that the components of the induced ve-
locity perturbations are correlated such that 〈δvRδvφ 〉 > 0,
as can be clearly seen from Fig. 11. To evaluate the amount
of associated inward motion, we compute the viscous pa-
rameter α = TRφ/〈P〉, where 〈P〉 denotes the average pres-
sure while TRφ = 〈ρδvRδvφ 〉 is the Reynolds stress tensor.
We find that α ≈ 0.02 within R . 15Rt that corresponds to
the location of the disc, thus confirming that the velocity
perturbations are correlated at all distances in this region.
The corresponding stress results in an inflow of gas inside
the disc at a rate
M˙stin ≈ α〈ρcs〉R2ω, (14)
evaluating the mass flux from 〈ρvr〉 ≈ α〈ρcs〉 where the ra-
dial velocity is obtained from vr ≈ ν/R ≈ αcs that evalu-
ates the kinematic viscosity from the prescription ν ≈ αcsH
(Frank et al. 2002) and uses the fact that H/R ≈ 1 in the
disc. Here, ω denotes the solid angle of the disc given by
ω = 4pi sin(pi/8) since this region contains by definition the
gas located within a polar angle pi/8 from the mid-plane. Us-
ing the radial dependence of the parameter α derived above,
we calculate the inflow rate induced by the stress as a func-
tion of radius. The resulting profile time-averaged in the in-
terval 0.4≤ t/tmin ≤ 0.5 is shown with a blue dash-dotted line
in Fig. 8 to compare it with that obtained directly from the
gas motion inside the disc (blue dashed line). At R. 10Rt, the
two rates roughly agree with M˙stin ≈ M˙in, demonstrating that
gas inflow is induced by the passage of the debris through
the spiral shocks where their angular momentum is trans-
ported outward. As anticipated in Section 3.2.1, the inward
motion at larger radii is instead dominated by matter falling
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Figure 12. Evolution of the accretion rate onto the black hole
computed from the gas entering the accretion radius at Racc =
6Rg (solid black line). The inflow rates through the funnels (red
dashed line) and the disc (blue dotted line) at radius R = 3Rt ≈
45Rg are also shown. The disc is defined as the region within a
polar angle pi/8 from the equatorial plane while the funnels occupy
the rest of the solid angle. The green dot-dashed line represents
the total inflow rate measured at R = 20Rt that corresponds to
matter joining the disc-funnel region from any direction.
from large distances and penetrating through the disc with
a residual radial velocity.
Because magnetic fields are not included in our simu-
lation, we cannot capture the development of the magneto-
rotational instability (MRI, Balbus & Hawley 1991). The
gas orbital period in the disc is of order t/tmin ≈ 0.01 within
R≤ 5Rt, which implies that MRI rapidly reaches saturation
there. The resulting angular momentum transport is likely
to significantly enhance the viscosity compared to that com-
puted above and only due to spiral shocks. This point is
discussed further in Section 4.5. A definitive evaluation of
the amount of viscosity inside the disc requires magneto-
hydrodynamics simulations of the process, which we defer
to future investigations.
3.2.4 Accretion
A fraction of the inflowing gas can make it close enough to
be accreted onto the black hole. In our simulation, a fluid el-
ement is accreted if it crosses the accretion radius located at
Racc = 6Rg. The evolution of the corresponding accretion rate
is shown with a black solid line in Fig. 12 that also displays
the inflow rates measured at a distance of R = 3Rt ≈ 45Rg
through the funnels (red dashed line) and the disc (blue
dotted line). Accretion onto the black hole is dominated by
gas moving along the funnels while inward motion inside the
disc provides only a small contribution, as anticipated in Sec-
tion 3.2.1. At early times, the mass accretion rate exhibits
a small peak at M˙acc ≈ 0.06M˙p = 1.5M˙Edd due to the infall of
debris that has recently been injected and can rapidly reach
the inner regions. This is possible since the disc acting as a
centrifugal barrier has not yet fully formed, as can be seen in
Fig. 4 at t/tmin = 0.1. Matter accumulates in the inner region
as evidenced by the green dash-dotted line showing the total
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Figure 13. Evolution of the mass outflow rate through a sphere
located at R = 50Rt from the black hole considering the gas cross-
ing the right hemisphere at x> 0 (blue solid line) and the left one
at x< 0 (red solid line). The dashed lines of the same colors show
these two components of the outflowing rate selecting only the gas
with positive Bernoulli number B > 0. The grey dot-dashed line
represents the injection rate computed analytically from equation
(8).
inflow rate at R = 20Rt, which is larger than that measured
at lower radii. This accumulation leads to an increase of the
accretion rate to M˙acc ≈ 0.2M˙p = 5M˙Edd that largely compen-
sates the outer inflow of matter from t/tmin ≈ 0.5. As a result
the mass of non-accreted gas enclosed inside R= 20Rt settles
to Menc ≈ 0.02M? that remains roughly constant until the
end of the simulation at t/tmin = 1.
One might expect that most of the gas accreted in bal-
listic infall through the funnels retains a significant fraction
of its orbital energy when disappearing inside the black hole.
For example, the gas parcel following the blue trajectory in
Fig. 9 appears to get accreted in a single ballistic infall start-
ing around Rff ≈ 10Rt = 150Rg conserving its orbital energy
εff during the process. If this were true, this fluid element
would dissipate only a small fraction εff/εc ≈ Racc/Rff = 0.04
of the maximum possible energy εc of a circular orbit at Racc.
However, we do not find that this is the case in our simula-
tion. Instead, the large majority of the mass is accreted with
an orbital energy similar to εc after it has dissipated its orig-
inal excess energy by shocks taking place in the inner region
of the disc. This behaviour is different from that found by
Sadowski et al. (2016) who put forward this low dissipation
efficiency as a possible origin for the low radiative efficiency
of the disc. Instead, our simulation shows that accretion is
often associated to an almost optimal thermal energy in-
jection into the surrounding gas. Note that it is nevertheless
possible that the heated gas itself enters the accretion radius
before it is able to significantly cool, thus again reducing the
radiative efficiency of accretion, as further examined in Sec-
tion 3.4.
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Figure 14. Snapshot showing the Bernoulli number B= ε+4P/ρ
of the gas at t/tmin = 0.7. The regions with B > 0 are shown in red
while those displayed in blue have B < 0. The black arrows of the
same size represent the direction of the velocity field while the
orange dashed circle is located at R= 50Rt where the outflow rates
of Fig. 13 are computed. The grey circle indicates the location of
the injection point while the white dot represents the black hole.
3.3 Outflow
As explained in Section 2, the self-crossing shock drives a
massive outflow. Out of this injected mass, about 33% is
initially unbound from the black hole and gets ejected near
the ex direction. An additional source of outflow relates to
secondary shocks that can launch part of the initially bound
debris to large distances with a fraction being unbound. In
fact, unbinding most of the matter is energetically possible
if a small fraction of mass circularizes into a Keplerian orbit
near Rt and transfers its dissipated orbital energy to the rest
of the gas. We may therefore expect that this supplemen-
tary heating significantly contributes to the outflowing gas
motion.
We compute the outflow rate through a sphere lo-
cated at a distance of R = 50Rt from the black hole from
M˙out = ∆Mout/∆t where ∆Mout is the mass crossing this ra-
dius going outward within a time ∆t. Fig. 13 displays its
evolution for the gas reaching this distance inside the right
(blue solid line) and left (red solid line) hemispheres at x> 0
and x < 0, respectively. Both outflow rates decline follow-
ing the injection rate shown with the grey dot-dashed line
and analytically computed from equation (8). This is be-
cause most of the injected mass reaches distances of order
amin≈ 85Rt > 50Rt as it goes away from the self-crossing point
in a quasi-spherical outflow. The contribution from the right
hemisphere is larger by a factor of a few than that from the
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Figure 15. Density profiles at t/tmin = 0.5 along the ex (black
line), −ex (red line), (ez− ex)/
√
2 (blue line), (ex + ez)/
√
2 (green
line) and ez (orange line) directions. The dashed grey line displays
the analytical description of equation (15) while the dotted grey
curve indicates the position of the trapping radius computed from
equation (16) using M˙out = 0.5M˙p, vout = 0.01c and v = 0.03c.
left one because the gas has a net velocity along the ex di-
rection.
Only a fraction of this outward-moving gas is unbound
from the black hole. This can be seen from Fig. 13 that also
shows the outflowing rates through the right (blue dashed
line) and left (red dashed line) hemispheres considering only
the gas with positive Bernoulli number B > 0. Even though
we later refer to this gas as being unbound, we highlight that
it is not necessarily the case if this matter experiences in-
teractions at larger radii or radiates a significant fraction of
its internal energy (see Section 3.4). Both of these processes
are likely to result in B < 0 after the gas has crossed the
sphere such that it in fact remains bound to the black hole.
The component crossing the right hemisphere is dominated
by gas originally unbound by the self-crossing shock that is
confined to the region with x > 0. It remains close to the
initial value of 33% of the injection rate at all times. The
unbound outflow rate through the left hemisphere cannot
be due to gas coming directly from the self-crossing shock
since this matter does not reach x< 0. It therefore has nec-
essarily gained its energy from interactions happening near
the black hole. The spike at t/tmin . 0.1 is produced by gas
involved in the first secondary shocks that gains sufficient
energy to escape near the −ey direction as can be seen from
Fig. 4 at t/tmin = 0.03. Later on, the large majority of the
outflow through this hemisphere is bound due to the con-
finement by later-arriving debris. This unbound outflow rate
increases again from t/tmin ≈ 0.5 due to the enhanced dissi-
pation occurring inside the disc after it has settled. Never-
theless, this unbound component remains at all times about
an order of magnitude lower than that coming directly from
the self-crossing point.
The energy content of the outward-moving matter can
be further analysed by looking at Fig. 14 that shows the
distribution of Bernoulli number for the gas contained in a
slice parallel to the equatorial plane at t/tmin = 0.7. The black
arrows of the same size represent the direction of the velocity
field while the orange dashed circle is located at R = 50Rt
where the outflow rates of Fig. 13 are evaluated. Most of
the gas with B > 0 (red) is produced by the self-crossing
shock and able to cross this sphere at x> 0. Unbound gas is
also present near the black hole due to heating by secondary
shocks as expected from the upper panel of Fig. 7. Some of it
forms pockets that are able to move outward to larger radii
with x < 0. Nevertheless, most of the matter in this region
remains bound with B < 0 (blue) after being injected.
The outflowing matter reaches large distances from the
black hole that produces a large-scale envelope around it.
Fig. 15 shows density profiles at t/tmin = 0.5 for different ra-
dial directions obtained by considering the gas inside cones
of opening angle pi/8 and centred along the unit vectors
ex (black line), −ex (red line), (ez − ex)/
√
2 (blue line),
(ex + ez)/
√
2 (green line) and ez (orange line). For R. 20Rt,
the density clearly decreases for lower polar angles, being the
highest along the ±ex (θ = pi/2) directions and the lowest
along the ez (θ = 0) direction. This is due to the formation
of the funnels that evacuates the polar regions during disc
formation. Around R≈ 30Rt, the density is similar along all
directions that reflects the quasi-spherical nature of the out-
flow. In this region, the densities roughly agree with the grey
dashed line that displays the analytical profile corresponding
to a steady-state spherical wind given by
ρ =
M˙out
4piR2vout
≈ 2×10−13 gcm−3
(
R
50Rt
)−2( vout
0.01c
)−1( M˙out
0.5M˙p
)
,
(15)
where the outflow rate is set to M˙out = 0.5M˙p and the gas
outward velocity to vout = 0.01c as estimated from the sim-
ulation. The density profiles keep following this analytical
prescription at larger radii for the ex, (ex + ez)/
√
2 and ez
directions corresponding to x ≥ 0 since the gas in this re-
gion is either weakly bound or unbound and can therefore
reach large distances. However, the density declines faster
for R & 40Rt for the −ex and (ez − ex)/
√
2 directions that
correspond to x < 0. This is because the gas in this region
is the most bound and has therefore the lowest apocenter
distances that prevent the gas from moving to large radii.
Overall, the properties of this outflow are consistent with the
description adopted by Metzger & Stone (2016) who assume
that most of the matter gets launched in a wind after falling
back near the black hole. However, we emphasize that the
outflow is not steady-state but possesses instead complex
energy and density distributions as can be seen from Fig.
14.
3.4 Heating and radiation
A large amount of heat is injected by secondary shocks.
Some of this thermal energy excess can be radiated since
photons are transported outward by a combination of ad-
vection and diffusion until some of them eventually leak out
entirely from the system. While it incorporates heating by
shocks, our simulation does not capture photon diffusion and
assumes instead that radiation is advected with the flow at
every location by adopting an adiabatic equation of state
with pressure dominated by radiation. Nevertheless, we per-
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form simple post-processing calculations both to evaluate
the validity of this assumption and approximately estimate
the radiative luminosity that emerges during the disc for-
mation process from the shock-heating obtained from the
simulated gas evolution.
The heating rate E˙sh resulting from all the shocks ex-
perienced by the gas can be computed directly from our
simulation using equation (42) of Price et al. (2018) thanks
to the shock detector implemented in our code. Its evolution
is shown with a black solid line in Fig. 16 along with that of
the initial self-crossing shock (red dashed line) computed an-
alytically from M˙scv2e/2≈ 2×1044 ergs−1(1 + t/tmin)−5/3. The
heating rate due to secondary shocks exhibits a small bump
to E˙sh ≈ 2× 1044 ergs−1 visible at t/tmin ≈ 0.1 related to the
early inflow of gas near the black hole also visible in the net
inflow rate along the funnels at R= 3Rt shown with a dashed
red line in Fig. 12. As the disc builds up, more mass gets
funnelled in the inner regions and shock-heated that leads
to an increase of the associated heating rate to its maximal
value of E˙sh ≈ 4× 1044 ergs−1 ≈ LEdd at t/tmin ≈ 0.7. From
that moment, it remains roughly constant until the end of
the simulation as the disc density settles while the rate of
injected mass drops. The heating rate due to the initial self-
crossing shock drops following the decline in the fallback rate
to become about an order of magnitude lower than that pro-
duced by secondary shocks. This is because most shocks in
our simulation take place closer to the black hole than the
intersection point where relative velocities are larger leading
to more heating.
We now want to estimate the fraction of this generated
heat that participates to the emerging luminosity. Close to
the black hole where densities are the largest, numerous scat-
terings by free electrons prevent photons from moving with
respect to the gas. At larger radii, the decreased density al-
lows radiation to decouple from the matter and diffuse away.
The transition occurs at the trapping radius where the dif-
fusion timescale tdiff ≈ τR/c equals the dynamical timescale
tdyn≈R/v. Here, τ denotes the optical depth while v is the gas
velocity. This equality yields τ ≈ c/v such that the trapping
radius Rtr is given by∫ +∞
Rtr
ρκs dR = c/v(Rtr), (16)
where κs = 0.34cm2 g−1 denotes the electron scattering opac-
ity and the velocity on the right-hand side is evaluated at
the trapping radius. We compute this critical distance by
performing the integral of equation (16) from outside in un-
til it reaches the local ratio of speed of light to gas velocity.
This calculation is carried out considering different radial
paths corresponding to given values of θ and φ that allows
us to specify the trapping surface, from which photons are
able to diffuse from the gas.
The trapping surface is shown in Fig. 17 at different
times with lines overplotted on the gas distribution of radia-
tion temperature evaluated at t/tmin = 0.5 along slices paral-
lel (upper panel) and orthogonal (lower panel) to the equa-
torial plane and computed from Trad = (e/a)1/4 where e is the
internal energy density while a= 7.6×10−15 ergcm−3 K−4 de-
notes the radiation constant. The red solid line corresponds
to t/tmin = 0.1 when the trapping surface is growing primar-
ily along the −ey direction as freshly-injected gas reaches
this location, as can be seen directly from the corresponding
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Figure 16. Evolution of heating rate produced by the secondary
shocks occurring in our simulation (black solid line) compared
with that of the initial self-crossing shock (red dashed line) com-
puted analytically from M˙scv2e/2 ≈ 2× 1044 ergs−1(1 + t/tmin)−5/3.
The blue crosses show an estimate of the bolometric luminos-
ity obtained post-processing by integrating the diffusion flux on
the trapping surface.
density snapshots of Figs. 3 and 4. The maximal extent of
this region is reached around t/tmin = 0.5 (blue dashed line),
from which it starts receding inward as the density drops due
to the decline in the injection rate. As a result, the trapping
surface is the smallest at t/tmin = 1 (orange dot-dashed line).
The trapping radius is only weakly dependent on the radial
path considered because the gas envelope surrounding the
black hole has an approximately spherical density structure
as explained in Section 3.3. In particular, we note that the
trapping surface is not affected by the presence of the fun-
nels at low radii. The average value of the trapping radius
can be recovered by plugging the analytical density profile
of equation (15) into equation (16) that yields
Rtr ≈ M˙outκs4pic
v
vout
= 23Rt
(
M˙out
0.5M˙p
)( v
0.03c
)( vout
0.01c
)−1
, (17)
where the total velocity of v = 0.03c is evaluated based on
the simulation near the trapping radius at t/tmin = 0.5. This
value is indicated by a vertical grey dotted line on the density
profiles of Fig. 15. At all times, the trapping radius encloses
the region where most of the interactions between debris
take place, which implies that our assumption of adiabatic-
ity is valid for most of the hydrodynamics described in the
above sections. One exception concerns the unbound outflow
that we define in Section 3.3 based on the conservation of
the Bernoulli number that assumes adiabaticity. Taking into
account energy loss through radiation outside the trapping
radius would reduce the unbound fraction compared to what
we estimated. Similarly, the radiation temperature is com-
puted accurately from the inner regions where Trad ≈ 106K
to the trapping surface where it has decreased to Trad ≈ 105K
due to the adiabatic losses in the expansion driven by radi-
ation pressure. However, our assumption of advective trans-
port breaks down outside the trapping radius where pho-
tons decouple from the gas. This implies that our calculation
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Figure 17. Snapshots showing the gas distribution at t/tmin = 0.5
along slices parallel (upper panel) and perpendicular (lower panel)
to the disc mid-plane. The colours correspond to the radiation
temperature whose value is indicated in the colour bar, increasing
from purple to yellow. Overplotted lines represent the location of
the trapping surface defined in equation (16) at t/tmin = 0.1 (red
solid line), 0.5 (blue dashed line) and 1 (orange dash-dotted line).
The grey circle indicates the location of the injection point while
the white dot represents the black hole.
of the radiation temperature is not self-consistent in these
outer parts as discussed further in Section 4.4.
The trapping radius is only marginally larger than the
outer edge of the disc where most of the dissipation takes
place. We therefore do not expect significant adiabatic losses
as radiation is advected to this surface before it diffuses out-
ward. To evaluate this effect, we show in Fig. 16 with blue
crosses the evolution of the emerging bolometric luminos-
ity obtained by integrating on the trapping surface the dif-
fusion flux given by Fdif = c|∇e|/(3ρκs) ≈ ξec/τ (equation
(I.24) of Shapiro & Teukolsky (1983)) computing the energy
density directly from our simulation.4 In the second term,
we fix ξ = 8/9 as obtained from the approximate scaling
e ∝ ρ4/3 ∝ R−8/3. The bolometric luminosity being close to
the heating rate from secondary shocks (solid black line) at
all times confirms our expectation of small energy loss due
to adiabatic expansion. Additionally, it suggests that advec-
tion and subsequent accretion of hot gas onto the black hole
does not lead to a significant reduction of the energy output.
The calculations presented above to estimate how pho-
ton diffusion occurs in the forming disc are approximate
and we do not pretend to have solved radiation transport
in TDEs. To achieve this goal, the disc formation process
has to be studied by radiation-hydrodynamics simulations,
which we defer to the future.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Resolution study
To evaluate the influence of numerical resolution on our re-
sults, we repeat the same simulation with both a larger and
lower number of particles. This is done by modifying their
mass to Mp = 3× 10−9 M and Mp = 3× 10−8 M that cor-
responds to a higher and lower resolution compared to that
Mp = 10−8 M adopted in the rest of the paper. We find that
the dynamics of disc formation is quantitatively similar for
the two larger resolutions with a well-defined torus form-
ing that has the same mass Menc = 0.02M? enclosed within
R≤ 20Rt at t/tmin = 0.5. The gas evolution is however signifi-
cantly different in the lower resolution simulation, for which
the gas clusters near the black hole but does not form a co-
herent structure. As a result, the enclosed mass is smaller
than in the two other runs with Menc = 0.008M? at the same
time. This influence of resolution is similar to that obtained
in the early SPH simulation by Ayal et al. (2000), who find
that a disc does not form when the matter falls back near
pericenter with a very low number of particles. We conclude
that the resolution adopted in the simulation presented in
the paper is high enough that the results are not affected by
increasing it further.
4.2 Validity of the injection procedure
Our treatment of the self-crossing shock assumes that it is
continuously joined by two streams that remain identical at
4 Radiation can be absorbed outside the trapping radius before
it reaches the observer. However, these photons are rapidly re-
emitted without energy loss and the bolometric luminosity is
therefore unaffected by this process.
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all times. This approach assumes that the returning debris is
unaffected by the presence of the matter that has already ac-
cumulated near the black hole. The validity of this assump-
tion can be evaluated from the density ratio between these
two components. As can be seen from Fig. 15, the density
profile of the gas in our simulation is accurately described by
equation (15). The density of the stream can be estimated
in a similar way from ρs = M˙fb/(piH2s vs) where Hs and vs are
its width and velocity assuming cylindrical symmetry. The
density ratio is then
ρs
ρ
=
4M˙fbvoutR2
M˙outvsH2s
≈ 8000
(
0.5M˙fb
M˙out
)(
10vout
vs
)(
0.05Rt
Hs
)2
,
(18)
evaluating it at R ≈ 5Rt. The outflow rate is M˙out ≈ 0.5M˙fb
at all times as evidenced by Fig. 13. The stream moves at
a speed given by vs ≈ (2GMh/5Rt)1/2 ≈ 0.1c that is about
an order of magnitude larger than that of the outflowing
gas, of vout ≈ 0.01c. Furthermore, the stream is able to main-
tain a thin profile until it reaches the vicinity of the black
hole (Coughlin et al. 2016) such that Hs ≈ 10R? ≈ 0.05Rt.
The three ratios on the right-hand side of equation (18) are
therefore close to unity such that the stream is significantly
denser than the mass already present around the black hole
when it arrives. This calculation shows that it is legitimate
to neglect in first approximation the dynamical impact of
the accumulated mass on the freshly-returning stream. It
is nevertheless possible that this debris can be affected by
hydrodynamical instabilities taking place at the boundary
between the stream and the gas present in the disc or sur-
rounding envelope. These interactions are similar to those
investigated by Bonnerot et al. (2016b) during the early evo-
lution of the stream. When the stream becomes very tenuous
at late times while mass keeps accumulating near the com-
pact object, the ratio between the two densities is however
likely to decrease, thus enhancing the impact of the sur-
rounding matter on the trajectories of the returning debris.
4.3 Extrapolation to other parameters
Our choice of parameters corresponds to an intersection ra-
dius Rint ≈ 25Rt that is much lower than the apocenter of the
most bound debris of 2amin ≈ 170Rt. This is due to the large
apsidal relativistic precession experienced by the stream
when reaching its pericenter at a distance of Rp ≈ 15Rg. As a
result, the initial self-crossing shock launches the debris on
a wide range of trajectories with the bound ones promptly
reaching small radii. As demonstrated by Lu & Bonnerot
(2019), this description likely applies to more relativistic dis-
ruptions such as those involving penetration factors β > 1 or
black holes of larger masses than the one Mh = 2.5×106 M
we consider. We therefore argue that our simulation pro-
vides at least the correct qualitative gas evolution at play
during disc formation for this region of parameter space.
Similar simulations have been carried out by Bonnerot et al.
(2016a) and Sadowski et al. (2016) who consider the disrup-
tion of bound stars assuming a pericenter well within the
tidal radius such that Rp ≈ 10Rg, only slightly smaller than
what we use. Our results are in several respects similar to
theirs, most importantly the fact that the disc forms on a
timescale of a few tenths of tmin.
Decreasing the black hole mass to Mh . 106 M while
keeping β = 1 reduces the apsidal precession angle such that
the intersection radius rapidly increases to Rint & amin. As
described by Lu & Bonnerot (2019), the initial self-crossing
shock becomes weaker in this situation such that the de-
bris that passes through it moves on a narrower range of
trajectories. This type of mildly relativistic encounters has
been investigated by several authors considering either ini-
tially bound stars (Bonnerot et al. 2016a; Hayasaki et al.
2016) or a black hole of low mass with Mh = 500M (Sh-
iokawa et al. 2015). These works find that about ten tmin are
required for the debris to reach a significant level of circu-
larization. It is legitimate to think that this property carries
over to standard TDEs when the self-crossing shock is weak.
However, extrapolating the detailed hydrodynamics found in
these simulations is uncertain due to the simplifications they
make. Most importantly, decreasing the stellar eccentricity
results in all the debris stream being bound that artificially
suppresses the tail of later-arriving matter. Considering an
intermediate-mass black hole modifies the location of the
self-crossing shock due to the dependence on the black hole
mass of both the apsidal precession angle and the semi-major
axis amin. It is also likely to increase the dynamical impor-
tance of dissipation occurring during the stream compression
at pericenter (Guillochon et al. 2014). For these reasons, the
detailed dynamics at play for this region of parameter space
remains largely unclear.
4.4 Properties of the emerging radiation
Our simulation demonstrates that the heating rate by sec-
ondary shocks quickly increases to becomes larger than that
of the initial self-crossing shock by almost an order of mag-
nitude (Fig. 16). Furthermore, we argue based on post-
processing calculations that the bolometric luminosity is
likely similar to this shock heating rate due to the prox-
imity of the trapping radius to the newly-formed disc. This
favours the interpretation of Metzger & Stone (2016) for the
origin of the optical emission from TDEs that relies on dis-
sipation near the tidal radius and then radiative transport
by advection and diffusion. Piran et al. (2015) argue instead
that this emission is caused by the initial self-crossing shock
when it occurs on larger scales similar to amin. However, our
simulation demonstrates that this initial source of heating
is weaker in addition to being more susceptible to adiabatic
losses (Lu & Bonnerot 2019). For this reason, we argue that
this option is less likely to account for observations.
We find that the radiation temperature is Trad ≈ 105K
at the trapping surface (Fig. 17). As photons are trans-
ported further out by diffusion, they can be absorbed and
re-emitted that reduces their temperature until the ther-
malization radius Rth given by (equation (1.98) of Rybicki &
Lightman (1979))∫ ∞
Rth
ρ(κaκs)1/2 dR = 1, (19)
where κa denotes the absorption opacity that is much lower
than that κs due to scattering. In order to reproduce the
optical emission detected from TDEs, this radius has to be
a factor of a few larger than the trapping radius (figure 13
of Lu & Bonnerot (2019)). A more accurate determination
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of the spectrum could be achieved using the density distri-
bution obtained from our simulation by carrying out post-
processing radiative transfer calculations similar to those by
Roth et al. (2016).
4.5 Influence of magnetic fields
Our simulation does not consider magnetic fields that the
debris inherits from the star upon disruption. As mentioned
in Section 3.2.3, including them would likely enhance an-
gular momentum transport due to the development of the
MRI compared to that produced by hydrodynamical ef-
fects alone. Furthermore, the presence of magnetic fields in-
side the newly-formed disc could lead to additional outflows
through the Blandford & Payne (1982) mechanism. How-
ever, it has been found that a weak or zero net poloidal mag-
netic field reduces both the angular momentum transport
resulting from the MRI and the strength of magnetically-
driven winds (Hawley et al. 1995; Salvesen et al. 2016; Jiang
et al. 2017; Zhu & Stone 2018).
This situation is likely to apply to TDEs because the
magnetic field lines get aligned with the direction of stream
stretching prior to disc formation that suppresses the ver-
tical field (Guillochon & McCourt 2017; Bonnerot et al.
2017b). For this reason, it is possible that the dynamical
influence of magnetic fields is reduced compared to other
accreting systems that do not lack this poloidal component.
This argument is supported by the simulation of Sadowski
et al. (2016) who finds that the dynamics of the newly-
formed disc is unaffected by the inclusion of magnetic fields
even after the MRI has reached saturation. The possibility
that the early accretion has an hydrodynamical origin has
also been proposed by Nealon et al. (2018).
4.6 Impact of black hole spin
Our initial conditions assume that the self-crossing shock
happens after the tip of the stream has passed pericen-
ter and moves outward to intersect with matter still falling
back. However, this initial collision can be prevented if the
black hole has a non-zero spin due to Lense-Thirring pre-
cession that modifies the orbital plane of the debris during
pericenter passage (Dai et al. 2013; Guillochon & Ramirez-
Ruiz 2015; Hayasaki et al. 2016). In this case, the stream
may experience a large number of revolutions before it in-
tersects with itself. However, Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz
(2015) show that this collision is more likely between neigh-
bouring windings that differ by only one pericenter passage.
In this situation, the properties of the delayed self-crossing
shock may be similar to the non-rotating case that we are
simulating. One important difference relates to the presence
of multiple streams that did not collide and could occupy a
significant fraction of the volume directly surrounding the
black hole. Interactions involving this gas could affect the
dynamics of the forming disc, making it significantly more
complex.
5 SUMMARY
We carried out the first simulation of disc formation in TDEs
considering realistic initial conditions valid for a star dis-
rupted on a parabolic trajectory by a supermassive black
hole. This is achieved by following the gas evolution only
after it has passed through the self-crossing shock that we
model by injecting SPH particles inside the computational
domain according to the properties derived from the numer-
ical study of the initial collision by Lu & Bonnerot (2019).
This technique allows us to circumvent the high computa-
tional cost required to accurately capture the previous pas-
sage of the stream at pericenter. The results can be summa-
rized as follows.
(i) Due to the large range of trajectories followed by
the gas leaving the self-crossing shock, multiple secondary
shocks take place that lead to the formation of an accretion
disc at t/tmin ≈ 0.3. This structure rotates in the direction
opposite to that of the original star and retains significant
eccentricities broadly distributed around e ≈ 0.2 even after
the overall gas evolution has settled. It is very thick with an
aspect ratio H/R≈ 1 and extends to distances R≈ 15Rt.
(ii) Pressure support is important in most of the disc
such that its angular momentum profile is significantly sub-
Keplerian with an almost flat radial dependence. Most of
the gas in this region has a Bernoulli number B ≈ 0 that is
much larger than its orbital energy due to the excess heat in-
jected by the circularizing shocks that makes the disc prone
to outflows.
(iii) Two overdensities develop inside the newly-formed
disc that we identify as spiral shocks excited by the ar-
rival of bound mass from the injection point that contin-
uously strikes its outer edge. The velocity changes experi-
enced by the debris moving through these features cause
outward angular momentum transport that can account for
the inward motion of gas along the mid-plane at a slow rate
of ∼ 10−2M˙p = 0.25M˙Edd.
(iv) Gas inflow is dominated on small scales by matter
falling along the funnels of the torus at a rate of M˙in ≈
0.1M˙p = 2.5M˙Edd that can result in accretion onto the black
hole. The majority of this gas stayed in the disc for sev-
eral orbital periods after it has been injected from the self-
crossing shock. Moreover, accretion does not happen on a
single near-radial infall but after most of the gas orbital en-
ergy has been deposited in the inner region of the disc.
(v) At larger distances R & 50Rt, the gas moves outward
at a rate a factor of a few lower than the fallback rate. It is
dominated by matter directly coming from the self-crossing
shock that contains a significant fraction of unbound gas
with a lower contribution from debris gaining energy from
secondary shocks. The resulting density profile can be ap-
proximately described by a steady-state spherical wind com-
ing from the black hole vicinity.
(vi) Secondary shocks cause gas heating at a rate peaking
at E˙sh ≈ 4× 1044 ergs−1 ≈ LEdd that is larger than that due
to the self-crossing shock by almost an order of magnitude.
Post-processing calculations suggest that a large fraction
contributes to the bolometric luminosity due to the prox-
imity of the trapping radius to the outer edge of the disc
that reduces adiabatic losses.
This study and the numerical method it uses open sev-
eral promising lines of research that we intend to pursue
in the future. This includes the exploration of the hydro-
dynamics of disc formation for a wider range of parameter
space, most importantly less relativistic encounters than we
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assume here. Additionally, we envisage simulations of this
process treating in a self-consistent way radiative diffusion
and angular momentum transport including magnetic fields.
Major advances are foreseen that will improve our under-
standing of the early emission from TDEs now accessible by
observational facilities.
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